DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

VERSIONING

PUBLISHING

Manage Confluence
Documents and
Documentation

Key Benefits

Save, Compare and Track Versions
Set milestones and track changes by
managing multiple versions of documents
and documentation. Compare versions sideby-side and see a full scope of changes,
updates and comments made to Confluence
pages over time.

Feature Comparison

Manage variants
Track changes

Control document access via enhanced
restrictions, set and track workflow statuses
to manage the approval and release process
and send and record read confirmations to
keep the team in the know.

Control document access
via enhanced restrictions

Integrations enable multi-channel publishing
to formats such as PDF, Word, or a custom
online help center. Customizable templates
and themes help to deliver content that fits
a company’s brand – no coding necessary.

Server /
Data
Center

Manage versions

Manage Documents and Control
Workflows

Publish Documents to Multiple
Channels

Cloud
Version

Publish documents as a help
center via Scroll Viewport
Export to PDF and Word via
Scroll Exporters
→ Visit the Cloud Migration Hub for the whole comparison

→ Request a Demo

→ Go to the Cloud Migration Hub

→ Go directly to the Atlassian Marketplace

Discover Powerful Use
Cases for Scroll Documents

Trusted by Companies Around the World

Product Documentation
Save and manage multiple versions of product documentation
within a single Confluence space. Create and compare versions
of documentation side-by-side and share them with users as
new versions of a product are released. Restrict access to
published versions to preserve the state of a documentation at
a single point in time.

Policy and Procedure Documents
Create and maintain policy and procedure documents in
Confluence and track their evolution over time. Manage
versions, exports, read confirmations, policy reviews and
approvals and always provide the most up-to-date
documentation.

→ Request a Demo

→ Go to the Cloud Migration Hub

→ Go directly to the Atlassian Marketplace

Complete Your Solution
With These Related Apps

Variants for Scroll Documents
Deliver the most relevant documentation to
your users by defining conditional content
and managing variants of your
documentation. Define your own content
variants, modify the content, and export to
PDF or Word based on your audience needs.
Coming soon: Manage custom variables like
product names and other terms to support a
white label strategy.

Scroll Viewport for Confluence
Publish your Confluence documentation as a
help center: customize the theme & domain,
version content & integrate with other
tools. When you publish Scroll Documents to
a viewport site, a version picker will appear
which enables your users to select the most
relevant document version for their product.

Scroll PDF Exporter for Confluence
Scroll PDF Exporter works together with
Scroll Documents to produce custom,
professionally-styled PDF exports of your
Confluence documents.

→ Request a Demo

→ Go to the Cloud Migration Hub

→ Go directly to the Atlassian Marketplace

